CARBOTECH BRAKES... INNOVATIONS IN
BRAKING TECHNOLOGY
In 1993, a dedicated group of racers and
engineers got together to take braking
technology to the next level. Brakes that put
them consistently in the winner’s circle.
The result was Carbotech Performance Brakes,
with a unique brake pad technology that
today is used by demanding pro racers, club
racers, tuners and law enforcement agencies
across the country with stellar results.
Carbotech Brakes utilize a unique ceramic and
metallic construction in a range of compounds
that out-perform other brakes. Carbotech
Brake compounds deliver higher initial
bite, torque and fade resistance, as well as
consistent brake modulation and performance
over a wide range of operating temperatures.
Carbotech Brakes are rotor friendly, saving
money and keeping your vehicle out of the
service shop far longer than the competition.
Carbotech Brakes offer:
• Conﬁdent stopping power
• Increased overall performance and
handling
• Excellent modulation and release
characteristics
• Better control entering the corners
• Longer brake pad and rotor life—up to
four times longer than the competition!
• Non-corrosive dust
The full line of Carbotech Brakes is available in
a variety of compounds—ideal for professional
and club racers, street cars, police cruisers,
SUVs and light trucks. And if you have a
vintage or custom application, call one of our
brake experts to see how we can help you.
Get the Carbotech advantage! Find
out how Carbotech Brakes can improve
your vehicle’s performance while
saving you money on repairs...Call our
specialists, toll-free, at 877-899-5024.

INNOVATIONS IN BRAKING TECHNOLOGY
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“I have tried all the ’brand name’ pads and can honestly say
that for my heavy GTO and my late braking driving style, the
Carbotech pad rises to the top as the best pad on the market.
The initial bite at the beginning of a race and consistency of
the pad at the end of the race, are second to none. Zero brake
fade! Perfection! Thanks Carbotech!”
-Chris Brannon
SCCA T2 GTO Midwest Champion
Owner/Driver

Get the Carbotech advantage! Find out how
your street vehicle, tuner, race car, or any highperformance machine can reach the next level with
Carbotech Performance Brakes. Call our racing &
brake specialists, toll-free, at 877-899-5024.

Go Deep!™
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Street

CARBOTECH BRAKES...FOR STREET VEHICLES.

Taking ultimate performance to the streets.

Vintage
Carbotech Brakes for Vintage Vehicles.

Racing

Where It All Began.

CARBOTECH BRAKES...FOR RACING.

Go Deep!™

We take you deeper into the corners &
across the ﬁnish line ﬁrst.
When you want the control and modulation to take your
track-bred car deep into the turns, you need unsurpassed
Carbotech Brake technology. If you’re a professional racer,
we have what you need. We’ve been involved in club and
professional racing for more than 13 years. We know what
it takes to win. That’s why serious professional and club
racers who demand the best run on Carbotech.

Smarter construction.
Only Carbotech uses proprietary ceramic and metallic brake
compounds, not the carbon and iron used in conventional
brake systems. These rotor-friendly compounds eliminate
the grabbing and locking up that keeps your car from
performing at its peak. Carbotech lets you go deep into
every turn, every time.

Custom solutions.
Designed by racers for racers, Carbotech Brakes can be
speciﬁed to meet the needs of your car and driving style.
“In a series like the Honda Challenge, where every
advantage is crucial, the Carbotech product shines above
the rest. If there is one thing I can count on throughout
the duration of our races, it’s the XP pads from Carbotech.
The brakes were instrumental in claiming two H2 class
championships in 2003 and 2004, and have put me in
contention for an H1 championship in 2006. You couldn’t
ask for a better quality product or a more helpful and
knowledgeable staff. Thanks Carbotech!”
–Jason Franza, Honda Challenge
“Carbotech’s line of XP pads offer me a sound advantage
over my competitors using other brands. As a racer,
knowing my pads will not fade or fail me when I need them
most is peace of mind that only Carbotech can offer.
I wouldn’t use anything else.”
– John Whitaker
2004 East Coast Honda Challenge H1 Champion
2006 East Coast Honda Challenge H2 Champion

Equip the vehicle you love with track-savvy,
rotor-friendly brakes.
When you want more performance from your street car, SUV
or light truck, look no further than Carbotech Performance
Brakes. Our unique compounds provide positive, sure-footed
stopping power.
Carbotech Brakes offer superior performance, are rotorfriendly, and last longer than any other performance brake
pad on the market. It’s a combination that’s tough to beat.
Our pads are so durable Carbotech has
been named the Ofﬁcial Brake of
the United States Endurance
Racing Association.

Police

We’ll ﬁt any vintage car.

To protect and serve.

We got our start designing brakes for hard-to-ﬁt vintage
vehicles, when no replacement parts were available.

They protect your rotors and stay in service
longer.

We’ve never forgotten our roots, and today we’ll customdesign any pads and shoes for your vintage ride.

CARBOTECH BRAKES…FOR LAW
ENFORCEMENT VEHICLES.

Law enforcement and
municipal departments
need to keep their vehicles
on the street where they’re
needed most. Carbotech
Performance Brakes get the
job done more reliably than
any other brake.

Track Days.
Carbotech Brakes take your
car from the street to Track
Day events with ease. They’re
so good at handling the stress
of racing that more professional
racers now specify our brakes by
name, because they’ve discovered the
Carbotech advantage. And more and more
tuners now demand Carbotech for their street
machines to give them the stopping power and
cornering control they crave.
“It is a great deal when you can get the best product matched
up with the best people to deal with. I feel that the Puskars
and Carbotech ﬁt that bill.”
–Gary Jenkins, SpecMiata Videos
”The Carbotech Brakes are an unbelievable improvement over the
OE brakes on my Acura TL-S. A great product and a great value!”
–Chuck Seeley

In fact, Carbotech Brake pads
deliver up to four times the mileage of
conventional brakes, while protecting those
rotors that are expensive to repair or replace.
That means your ﬂeet stays in service longer.

“These pads are awesome and I wouldn’t use anything else. If
you want great brakes that you can control without tearing
up your rotor there is nothing better than the Carbotechs. I
have passed plenty of guys under braking and have never
locked up a tire yet.”
–Bob Kucera
“The Race Engineering team swears by the Carbotech
Pads…enough said!”
-Bob Thornton, Owner of Race Engineering

Proven performance.
Carbotech delivers outstanding braking, improved control
and outstanding performance in the toughest, most
demanding driving conditions.
“Our Carbotech Brake pads have lasted three to four times
longer than the factory pads, and that has reduced the
frequency of brake repair jobs. By increasing the uptime
of the cruisers, we are projecting a signiﬁcant annual cost
savings.”
–Christoper J. Collins, Chief of Police,
Willoughby Hills, Ohio
“Since we only do one brake job a year instead of three or
four, the cost savings on our ﬂeet of 10 cruisers is immense.”
–Jerry Bascome, Lieutenant,
Bedford Heights, Ohio Police Department

NEED A SPECIAL SOLUTION...JUST CALL!

We can custom design and manufacture Carbotech Brake
pads or shoes to ﬁt virtually any vehicle. Just give us a call
and we’ll ﬁnd a solution.

